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Tollywood, the Hindi remake of
Telugu cinema is a direct
competitor of Bollywood.

Tollywood has a big contribution
in Hindi films in India. The Hindi
remake of Telugu films is also

called as Tollywood.In 2012, there
were 33 Tollywood releases with
total 105 days worldwide release.

Superstar, Rajinikanth's Hindi
version of Lingaa was released in
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January 2014. Three more Telugu
films: Anaganaga Oka Roju,

Pellanikaan and Puli were remade
into Hindi by Yash Raj Films and
also released in January 2014. In
November 2013, Tollywood saw a
record level gross in India with 15
Tollywood releases, contributing

to a gross of Rs. 200 million.In the
overseas, super-hit movies

include, Ongeram(Worldwide
gross was approx $18,64,866),
Manmadhanu(Worldwide gross

was approx $1,17,855,558),
Sivaji(Worldwide gross was approx

$1,05,365,290), Aayirathil
Oruvan(Worldwide gross was
approx $873,645,928) and

Madrasapattinam(Worldwide
gross was approx

$820,659,860).Here is the top ten
film list in India by the actual
gross. To watch movies online
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